
Is your company tired of having a 1-800 number to call about your off-site records
storage service? Tired of rate increases too? Call InfoResources (502.966.5315)
today to find out why more than 80 other Kentuckiana companies have exited a

national contract and chose to go local with InfoResources!

Our Services

"If Your Records Are Worth Keeping,
They Are Worth Keeping Secure."

The InfoResources Way for nearly 4 decades!
InfoResources is a full service document storage and
records management company. Our local and highly
experienced team are eager to show your company what
service and value are all about. Straight-forward & easy-
to-use procedures give our clients peace-of-mind,
knowing their records are protected, yet still
accessible when a file or box is needed to be
reviewed. Data storage, document scanning, online
archiving, and shredding services round-out our one-call-
does-it-all approach. We look forward to talking to you!

In the last 4 years, InfoResources has transferred
over 80 accounts from other vendors to our facility!
And, with InfoResources, all of these 80 new accounts are seeing significantly more
attention & service than their previous national vendor. We can demonstrate short &
long-term cost savings and being local, we are a much easier company to work with!
We are offering a no-charge box pick-up at any of our competitors and we lock
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in your storage & service rates for 5-years, no rate increases!

If you are still trying to ride it out with your current national vendor, be cautious that
not only are national vendors sending out rate increases for storage, services,
transportation, but also the rates involved with closing the account and/or shredding
boxes. This makes closing the account or shredding boxes much more expensive
down the line with that national vendor.

At InfoResources, live, local people answer our phones (no annoying phone queues
or long holds) and we are happy to meet with our clients to discuss our services.

InfoResources can demonstrate:

1) Immediate cost-savings compared to national vendors,
2) Locked in rates for 5 years, and
3) We offer a free box pick-up at any of our competitors in Kentucky &
southern Indiana.

We'll walk you through the process to transfer your inventory; our Director of
Business Development, Andy Dobelstein, has over 16 years of experience with
providing document management solutions & consulting with inventory transfers, call
or email him today on his direct line at (502) 966-5315 ... you do have local
alternatives for document storage needs! Contact Andy for a reference list of clients
that have transferred their inventories to InfoResources.

Info Resources
4635 Bittersweet Road
Louisville, KY 40218

(502) 966-8722
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